Your first clue is close by, you’ll find it in a hanging
rack, full of free information to browse and take,
including the Coshocton County Beacon.
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For the second clue, you’ll need to find things for
“Sale”, like gently used books, copies, and more!
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You watch these in the summer, sometimes even
outside, but mostly while eating popcorn and with
someone special by your side.
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Your fourth clue is close, these materials have great
pictures, articles, and reviews. And, when checking
them out, ten at one time is the most.
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If a new book is what you desire, because you’ve
read all the rest. Find the next clue near the shelves
with the “new” and the “best” (sellers).
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You’ll need to join company with some notable
names, Despite the crowd, this area of the library is
often quiet, allowing for the opportunity to hear
“their story”.
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Instead of using a magnifying glass to see small
“print”, look in this section of the Library for books
easy on the eyes. These books are “LARGELY” popular!
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You can use the free Wi-Fi on your device anytime
the Branch library is open, but if you need to use an
‘Internet computer” you can do that with your library card instead.
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Hang your hat, hang your coat- the West Lafayette
Branch Library is a great place to hang out! You’ll
find the ninth clue if you “hang” around long
enough.
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You’re almost at the tail end of this activity, but
before you go…. find the latest “news” of the day
and be sure to turn in your completed Scavenger
Hunt near there.
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